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of the plough on the fresh mould, and now I have told you I

sha'n't find no more." Nor did he. And after the tale spread

about the village many would have given much never to have

interfered ; but it was all in vain, for never another shilling did

J oe find at the foot of his plough.

Told by Mrs. Brown, of Winterton, Norfolk {ivho died last year,

1S95,
'^S^^ 102), to her granddaughter, Mrs. Goodall, ivho told it

to nie.

P. H, Emerson.

Cleft Ashes for Infantile Hernl\.

The cleft ash-saplings from a plantation between Needham and

Barking, in Sufiblk, lately presented to the Society by Mr. Ling-

wood, were used for the cure of congenital hernia in two children

in the year 1894. Three children in all were treated, but the

third ash has been left standing. Before they were cut Mr.

Lingwood wrote as follows :

" I found the man Mulley, a hurdlemaker by trade, who per-

formed the operation of passing the child through the cleft sticky

was not a believer in the efiicacy of the cure, or in any way a

quack doctor. I have not been able to see him myself, but my

father had a conversation with him about the matter, and Mulley

said :
' The stick ' (which is about the thickness of a stout walking-

stick) ' is split up from the ground a few feet and tied at the top,

so as to prevent its "running"; the cleft is then held open and

the child is passed through three times, each time by a different

person. The stick is then securely bound up at short intervals. If

it grows together the child will recover.' . . . No care seems to be

taken to ensure the growth of the stick beyond that implied in the

binding up by an experienced person. The three sticks that were

used last year are now growing in the little plantation, where my

father and brother have seen them. ... Of course, standing in a

wood like this is a protection to them, but I can ask Mulley as to

protecting them if you like. When next at Needham I will see

them and make a drawing of them for you. I see no reason why

I should not cut them if the Society would like one, as all the

children are cured (1) I suppose the operator and others are now
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no longer interested in them. It is unnecessary to say the sticks

split last year have not yet had time to grow together. Mullcy

had not performed the rite for twenty-five years, when he did a

boy named Stevens. The boy's father recommended the cure in

the present cases."

Mr. Lingwood afterwards kindly took the trouble not only to

sketch one of the young trees as it stood (see Plate II.), but also

to cut two of them for the Society, and exhibited them at the

meeting of the British Association at Ipswich in September last,

when he handed them over to the President. Mr. F. T. Elworthy,

who was present, has been good enough to furnish some notes

of a similar case in Somersetshire, including the following extract

from the Bath and Wells Diocesan Magazine, December, 18S6,

p. 178:

"Extraordinary Superstition in Somerset.—A remark-

able instance of the extraordinary superstition which still

prevails in the rural districts of Somerset has lately come to

light at Athelney. It appears that a child was recently born in

that neighbourhood with a physical ailment, and the neighbours

persuaded the parents to resort to a very novel method of charm-

ing away the complaint. A sapling ash was split down the centre,

and wedges were inserted so as to afford an opening sufficient for

the child's body to pass through without touching either side of

the tree. This having been done, the child was undressed, and,

with its face held heavenward, it was drawn through the sapling in

strict accordance with the superstition. Afterwards the child was

dressed, and simultaneously the tree was bound up. The belief

of those who took part in this strange ceremony is, that if the tree

grows the child will grow out of its bodily ills. The affair took

place at the rising of the sun on a recent Sunday morning in the

presence of the child's parents, several of the neighbours, and the

parish police-constable."

Mr. Elworthy, who had not then seen the foregoing account,

wrote, on hearing of the case, to the Spectator. His letter, which

appeared on the 5th February, 1887, was as follows :

" In this parish, some months ago, the wife of a highly respect-

able farmer presented him with twins, one of which was born with

hernia. As soon as convenient, ' upon a Sunday morning before

sunrise, the farmer and his wife, with several neighbours and ser-

vants, proceeded to a wood on his farm. They then with wedges
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split a young growing ash-tree, opening the split wide enough to

permit the afflicted child to pass through. This was done three

times with due solemnity, and the tree was restored to its previous

condition, barring the split, which was carefully bound up with a

hayband. The belief is, that if the sides of the tree unite and

grow together, the child will be cured. In this case, curiosity has

removed the hayband, thereby, it is said, preventing the tree from

uniting ; but what is the present condition of the child I have been

unable to learn, because the parents have recently left the neigh-

bourhood. I can, however, testify that the ash-tree is now stand-

ing unhealed, and with a rent in its stem seven or eight feet long.

The belief in this cure for congenital hernia is an old and well-

known one ; but that it should be still practised soberly and

solemnly, not by poor ignorant labourers, but by well-to-do, fairly

educated people, will perhaps surprise not a few.'
"

About four years later Mr. Elworthy procured the tree to be

dug up by the roots and deposited in the County Museum in

Taunton Castle. He writes under date 25th September, 1S95:

" One of the men who actually split this tree and assisted at the

function is now in the service of a neighbour. The mother of the

child is well known to me, and is sister of a farmer who is now

one of my own tenants. I made some further inquiries of the

keeper, and give his own words. ' 'Twas pon a Zunday, you

know, Zur, an' avore daylight' {i.e. sunrise). 'He was a-split proper

east and west. Th' ead' (head) 'o' un was a-put drough fust.' 'Was

it done more than once?' 'O' ees, he was a-draed vore an' back.'

' How many times ?
'

' O ! he was a-put drough un dree times.'

' Was his head put through first each time ?
'

' Well, I baint sa-af

'bout that ; I count he was, but I can ax Sam Davis, he help do'd

it.' My informant ended confidentially and of his own know-

ledge :
' The cheel's ever so much better vor't ; I count is gwam

to make a hard boy arter all.'

"I consider the three times analogous to the three in baptism,

while the whole business is manifestly a survival of sun-worship,

combined with a re-generation (See Evil Eye, pp. 69-70, 106)."

Through Mr. Elworthy's good offices, and by the help of Mr.

'W. Bidgood, Curator of the Museum, I obtained a photograph

(reproduced here, Plate HI.) of the tree in question, as well as of

a model prepared under the direction of Dr. F. H. Mead, and

now also in the Museum, showing the manner in which the ash is
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opened for the operation. Dr. Mead contributed an interesting

paper to the Proceedings of the Somersetshire Archccological and

Natural History Society for 1892 (pp. 362 seqq.) on the super-

stition, from which I add the following account of the manner in

which the rite is performed in the neighbourhood of Bishop's

Lydeard :

" First of all a ground ash-tree must be selected—a maiden

ash—a tree which had grown up without ever having been topped

or cut. The tree must be sufficiently large to allow the child to

be passed through a longitudinal fissure, formed by partly clearing

the stem and holding open the sides of the tree by suitably-applied

wedges. A ligature applied to the upper end of the split would

prevent its going too far. The ceremony must take place in the

early morning, at the time of the rising of the sun, the prepara-

tions necessary being made in the dawn. The child must be first

stripped naked and passed from east to west through the fissure,

' between the barks,' as a commonly used expression has it. A

virgin must introduce the child, and a boy take him out on the

other side. He should be passed feet first. I need not add that

cure was assured to the patient, but under certain conditions

following. Immediately after the ceremony the wedges were to

be removed from the tree, when the natural elasticity of the ash

would cause the sides to spring together. Further accurate ad-

justments must be made by the aid of bark bands and a plastering

of mud or clay on the exterior. Then, if the tree grew together

and flourished, as it usually did, only having been split longi-

tudinally, cure would follow; if not, the case would remain un-

altered. No prayers or incantations were indicated, and, as far

as the mystery was imparted to them, any person might act as

director of the ceremony."

May I venture finally to refer to The Legend of Perseus, vol. ii.

p. 146, where further references will be found and a short discus-

sion of the meaning of the rite ?

E. Sidney Hartland.

Berder Corn-Festival,

As ]Mr. Gomme informs me that he believes the following

interesting extract from the late Sir John Drummond Hay's
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